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COMMUNICATIONS

PROJECT MANAGER

BUSINESS ANALYST
CANCER LEAD
EPIC LEAD
APPLICATIONS ANALYST (TECH LEAD)
DATA MIGRATION LEAD
TRAINER
TESTING/QA LEAD

STRAIGHT COMMITTEE

WORKING GROUPS/SMES
- Audit (QA)
- CT.gov (NIH registration)
- Credentialing/role security/access
- Data migration (CRMS to OnCore)
- EDC
- Entities
- Financials (WG by function):
  - IGHID (international access)
  - IND/IDE (investigational drug service)
- Publishing to Web (*find a clinical trial*)
- Reporting
- Locust
- Systems/network administrator
- Data migration
- Epic (FHIR for demo; CRPC for billing+cal grid; RPE for subj)
- Other 3rd Party Protocol (IRBIS: RPE, API)
- OnCore
- Reconciliation

IT TEAM: DEVELOPERS AND TECHNICAL SMES
- Contract negotiation and finalization
- Epic charge review
- Billing to subject/insurance/study team
- Sponsor invoicing

TRAINING WORKING GROUP

DATA VALIDATION
USER ACCEPTANCE
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